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Abstract. Let G be a finite group. A subgroup of G is
said to be S-quasinormal in G if it permutes with every Sylow
subgroup of G. We fix in every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of the
generalized Fitting subgroup a subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P |
and characterize G under the assumption that all subgroups H of
P with |H| = |D| are S-quasinormal in G. Some recent results are
generalized.

1. Introduction

All groups considered in this paper are finite. The terminology and
notations employed agree with standard usage, as in Huppert [5]. Two
subgroups H and K of a group G are said to permute if KH = HK. It is
easily seen that H and K permute if and only if the set HK is a subgroup
of G. We say, following Kegel [7], that a subgroup of G is S-quasinormal
in G, if it permutes with every Sylow subgroup of G.

For any group G, the generalized Fitting subgroup F ∗(G) is the set
of all elements x of G which induce an inner automorphism on every
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162 Characterization of finite groups

chief factor of G. Clearly F ∗(G) is a characteristic subgroup of G and
F ∗(G) 6= 1 if G 6= 1 (see in [6, X. 13]). By [5, III. 4.3] F (G) 6 F ∗(G).

A number of authors have examined the structure of a finite group
G under the assumption that all subgroups of G of prime order are well-
situated in G. The authors [1] showed that if G is a solvable group and
every subgroup of F (G) of prime order or of order 4 is S-quasinormal in G,
then G is supersolvable. Li and Wang [8] showed that if G is a group and
every subgroup of F ∗(G) of prime order or of order 4 is S-quasinormal in
G, then G is supersolvable.

Yao, Wang and Li in [4] gave a revised version of our earlier result
in [2]:

Theorem 1.1 ([4, Theorem 1’]). Let G be a group of composite order
such that G is quaternion-free. Suppose G has a nontrivial normal sub-
group N such that G/N is supersolvable. Then the following statements
are equivalent:

(1) Every subgroup of F ∗(N) of prime order is S-quasinormal in G.

(2) G = UW , where U is a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup of odd order,
W is a supersolvable Hall subgroup with (|U |, |W |) = 1 and every
subgroup of F (N) of prime order is S-quasinormal in G.

(3) N is solvable and every subgroup of F (N) of prime order is S-quasi-
normal in G.

In this paper we generalize this theorem: instead of requiring the
S-quasinormality of every subgroup of F ∗(N) of prime order we fix in
every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F ∗(N) a subgroup D such that
1 < |D| < |P | and characterize G under the assumption that all subgroups
H of P with |H| = |D| are S-quasinormal in G.

Theorem 1.2. Let G be a group of composite order such that G is
quaternion-free. Suppose that G has a nontrivial normal subgroup N such
that G/N is supersolvable. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) Every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F ∗(N) has a subgroup D
such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of P with |H| = |D|
are S-quasinormal in G.

(2) G = UW , where U is a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup of G of odd
order, W is a supersolvable Hall subgroup of G with (|U |, |W |) = 1,
every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F (N) of odd order has a
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subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of P with
|H| = |D| permute with R, where R is any Sylow subgroup of G
with (|R|, |U |)=1 and O2(N) 6 Z∞(G).

(3) N is solvable and every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F (N) has
a subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of P
with |H| = |D| are S-quasinormal in G.

2. Preliminaries

Lemma 2.1 ([2, Lemma 2.1]). Suppose that G is a quaternion-free group
and every subgroup of G of order 2 is normal in G. Then G is 2-nilpotent.

Lemma 2.2 ([4, Lemma 2]). Suppose that G is a quaternion-free group.
If every subgroup of G of order 2 is S-quasinormal in G, then G is
2-nilpotent.

Lemma 2.3 ([3]). Let p be the smallest prime dividing |G| and let P be a
Sylow p-subgroup of G. If every maximal subgroup of P is S-quasinormal
in G, then G is p-nilpotent.

Lemma 2.4 ([7]). Let G be a group and H 6 K 6 G. Then

(1) If H is S-quasinormal in G, then H is S-quasinormal in K.

(2) Suppose that H is normal in G. Then K/H is S-quasinormal in G/H
if and only if K is S-quasinormal in G.

Lemma 2.5 ([9]). Let G be a group and let P be an S-quasinormal
p-subgroup of G, where p is a prime. Then Op(G) 6 NG(P ).

As an immediate consequence of [10, Theorem 1.3], we have

Lemma 2.6. Let G be a group with a normal subgroup N such that
G/N is supersolvable. Suppose that every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of
F ∗(N) has a subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of
P with order |H| = |D| and with order 2|D| (if P is a non-abelian 2-group
and |P : D| > 2) are S-quasinormal in G. Then G is supersolvable.

3. Main results

As an improvement of Lemma 2.1, we have
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose that G is a quaternion-free group. Let P be a
Sylow 2-subgroup of G and D 6 P with 2 6 |D| < |P |. If every subgroup
of P of order |D| is normal in G, then G is 2-nilpotent.

Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false and let G be a counterexample of
minimal order. If |D| = 2, then every subgroup of P of order 2 is normal
in G and hence G is 2-nilpotent by Lemma 2.1, a contradiction. Thus
we may assume that 2 < |D| < |P |. Let H be a subgroup of P such that
|H| = |D|. Then H is normal in G by the hypothesis of the lemma. Let
K be a subgroup of P such that H 6 K and |K| = 2|H|. It is clear that
HR is a subgroup of G, where R is any Sylow subgroup of G of odd
order. If H is cyclic, then R is normal in HR by [5]. If H is not cyclic,
then K is not cyclic. Hence there exists a maximal subgroup L of K such
that L 6= H. Clearly, K = HL. By the hypothesis of the lemma H and
L are normal in G. Then K is normal in G, so KR is a subgroup of G.
Clearly, all maximal subgroups of K are normal in KR. Then R is normal
in KR by Lemma 2.3 and so R is normal in HR. Thus HR = H × R,
where R is any Sylow subgroup of G of odd order. Then by [11, p. 221],
1 6= H 6 Z∞(G), so Z(G) 6= 1. Let A 6 Z(G) such that |A| = 2. Then
A is normal in G. Now consider G/A. Clearly, every subgroup of P/A of

order |D|
|A| is normal in G/A (recall that |D| > 2). Then G/A is 2-nilpotent

by our minimal choice of G and since A 6 Z(G), it follows that G is
2-nilpotent, a contradiction.

As an improvement of Lemma 2.2, we have

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that G is a quaternion-free group. Let P be a
Sylow 2-subgroup of G and D 6 P with 2 6 |D| < |P |. If every subgroup
of P of order |D| is S-quasinormal in G, then G is 2-nilpotent.

Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false and let G be a counterexample of
minimal order. Then there exists a subgroup H of P of order |D| such
that H is not normal in G by Lemma 3.1. By the hypothesis, H is S-
quasinormal in G. Then by Lemma 2.5 O2(G) 6 NG(H) < G. Let M be
a maximal subgroup of G such that NG(H) 6 M < G. Then |G/M | = 2.
Let M2 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M . If |D| = |M2|, then every maximal
subgroup of P is S-quasinormal in G and so G is 2-nilpotent by Lemma 2.3,
a contradiction. Thus we may assume that M2 has a subgroup D such
that 2 6 |D| < |M2|. By Lemma 2.4 (1), every subgroup of M2 of order
|D| is S-quasinormal in M . Then M is 2-nilpotent by the minimal choice
of G and so G is 2-nilpotent, a contradiction.
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As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2, we have

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that G is a quaternion-free group. Let P be a Sylow
2-subgroup of G. If P is cyclic or P has a subgroup D with 2 6 |D| < |P |
such that every subgroup of P of order |D| is S-quasinormal in G, then
G is 2-nilpotent.

As a corollary of the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have

Lemma 3.4. Let G be a group of odd order, p be the smallest prime
dividing |G| and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If P is cyclic or P has a
subgroup D with p 6 |D| < |P | such that every subgroup of P of order
|D| is S-quasinormal in G, then G is p-nilpotent.

Lemma 3.5. Let G be a supersolvable group of composite order. Then
G = UW , where U is a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup of G of odd order,
W is a supersolvable Hall subgroup of G with (|U |, |W |) = 1.

Proof. Since G is supersolvable of composite order, it follows that G
possesses a Sylow tower of supersolvable type. Hence P is normal in G,
where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and p (p > 2) is the largest prime
dividing |G|. Let U be a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup of G of odd
order such that P 6 U . By the Schur–Zassenhaus Theorem, G has a
Hall subgroup W such that G = UW with (|U |, |W |) = 1. Clearly W is
supersolvable.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. By the hypothesis of the theorem N is a nontrivial
subgroup of G. Then F ∗(N) 6= 1 (see [6, X. 13]).

(1) =⇒ (2) If every noncyclic Sylow subgroup P of F ∗(N) has a
subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of P with
|H| = |D| are S-quasinormal in G, then all subgroups H of P with
|H| = |D| are S-quasinormal in F ∗(N) by Lemma 2.4 (1). By Lemmas 3.3
and 3.4, F ∗(N) possesses an ordered Sylow tower of supersolvable type.
Then F ∗(N) is solvable and so F ∗(N) = F (N) (see [6, Ch. X. 13]).

Let p be the smallest prime dividing |F (N)|. If p = 2, then O2(N) 6= 1
and O2(N)R is a subgroup of G for any Sylow subgroup R of G of odd
order. Then by Lemmas 2.4 (1) and 3.3, O2(N)R is 2-nilpotent. Hence
O2(N)R = O2(N)×R for any Sylow subgroup R of G of odd order. Now it
follows easily that every subgroup of O2(N) of order 2|D| is S-quasinormal
in G. Hence G is supersolvable by Lemma 2.6 and consequently G = UW ,
where U is a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup of G of odd order, W is
a supersolvable Hall subgroup of G with (|U |, |W |) = 1 by Lemma 3.5.
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Since O2(N)R = O2(N) × R for any Sylow subgroup R of G of odd order,
it follows that O2(N) 6 Z∞(G) by [11, Theorem 6.3, p. 221]. Thus (2)
holds.

(2) =⇒ (3) Since G/U ≃ W is supersolvable and U is nilpotent, it
follows that G is solvable and so N is solvable. Let R be any Sylow
subgroup of G. If R 6 U , then R is normal in G. If (|R|, |U |) = 1,
then by (2), every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F (N) of odd order
has a subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of
P with |H| = |D| permute with R. Thus either R is normal in G or
(|R|, |U |) = 1, we have that every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F (N)
of odd order has a subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups
H of P with |H| = |D| are S-quasinormal in G. On the other hand,
O2(N) 6 Z∞(G). Then by [11, Theorem 6.2, p. 221], every subgroup of
O2(N) is S-quasinormal in G. Thus (3) holds.

(3) =⇒ (1) It is clear.

Corollary 3.6. Let G be a group of composite order such that G is
quaternion-free. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) Every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F ∗(G) has a subgroup D
such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of P with |H| = |P |
are S-quasinormal in G.

(2) G = UW , where U is a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup of G of odd
order, W is a supersolvable Hall subgroup of G with (|U |, |W |) = 1,
every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F (G) of odd order has a
subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of P with
|H| = |D| permute with R, where R is any Sylow subgroup of G
with (|R|, |U |) = 1 and O2(G) 6 Z∞(G).

(3) G is solvable and every non-cyclic Sylow subgroup P of F (G) has
a subgroup D such that 1 < |D| < |P | and all subgroups H of P
with |H| = |D| are S-quasinormal in G.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2 if N = G.

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.2 we get Theorem 1.1.
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